IS BIG TIME ON TELEVISION!

STEVE WILSON, FIGHTING NEWS-PAPERMAN, AND HIS BEAUTIFUL ASSISTANT, LORELEI KILBOURNE, IN FAST-ACTION, HARD-HITTING ADVENTURES THAT MAKE YOUR TV SCREEN THRILL WITH EXCITEMENT!
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BIG TOWN

There are enough weapons in this war exhibit to mow down a regiment! The only question is—which one of us will give away his position first... that killer or me?

It isn't unusual for Steve Wilson—the justice-loving, crime-hating newsmen of Big Town's Illustrated Press—to fight criminals hand-to-hand... or armed only with printer's ink! But what is unusual is a situation where Steve finds himself hunted by the same menacing figure he is hunting! In...

"Steve Wilson's Manhunt!"
IN BIG TOWN ON SECRET BUSINESS IS BIG LOU TIMMONS, OUT-OF-TOWN RACKET BOSS...

YOU HEARD ME, CUSHY! SPREAD THE WORD! I'M STEPPING INTO BOXIE VINCENT'S SHOES HERE IN BIG TOWN! FROM NOW ON...

SUDDENLY, THE CONVERSATION IS VIOLENTLY INTERRUPTED...

NOBODY IS STEPPING INTO BOXIE VINCENT'S SHOES...

HELLO! TIMMONS—WHAT HAPPENED?

AT THE OTHER END OF THE WIRE, A MOMENT LATER...

FORGET WHAT TIMMONS JUST SAID, CUSHY! HE MADE A BAD MISTAKE....

THAT VOICE! IS IT POSSIBLE...

MEANWHILE, AT A NEWSREEL THEATRE WHERE STEVE AND LORELEI ARE ENJOYING AN HOUR'S RELAXATION...

IN A SETTING FAR REMOVED FROM HIS OLD HAUNTS IN BIG TOWN, BOXIE VINCENT, RECENTLY DEPORTED RACKET KING, LEADS A QUIET LIFE!

WELL, LOOK WHO'S THERE, LORELEI!

DID BOXIE EVER FIND OUT IT WAS YOU WHO CAUSED HIS DEPORTATION, STEVE?

I DOUBT IT! IT WAS THE F.B.I.'S IDEA TO KEEP MY ROLE IN THE AFFAIR A SECRET—FOR MY OWN GOOD!

THEN AN ANNOUNCEMENT COMES OVER THE LOUD SPEAKER...

MR. STEVE WILSON! IT'S URGENT THAT YOU RETURN TO YOUR OFFICE AT ONCE!

OH-OH! IT NEVER FAILS! EVERY TIME WE TRY TO SIT THROUGH A MOVIE--
IN STEVE'S PRIVATE OFFICE, IN THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS BUILDING...

SOMEBODY DUMPED BIG LOU TIMMONS, STEVE! HE WAS IN THE GRAND HOTEL, INCognito!

THANKS, HARRY! LORELEI—SIT HERE AND WAIT FOR MY PHONE CALL! DON'T BUDGE!

AS HARRY THE HACK'S CAB PARTS THROUGH MIDTOWN TRAFFIC...

THIS IS 72 POINT COPY, HARRY! STEP ON IT!

THE TALK IS TIMMONS WAS HERE TO TAKE OVER BOXIE VINCENT'S ENTERPRISE—ENTERPRISE RACKETS!

SOON AFTER...AT THE SCENE OF THE CRIME, INSPECTOR CALLAHAN BRIEFS STEVE...

A HALF DOZEN PEOPLE MUST HAVE SEEN THE KILLER, STEVE! HE HAD TO COME UP IN THE ELEVATOR—BUT TAKE A LOOK AT THE OPERATOR.

N—NO! I DON'T KNOW ANYTHING HONEST!

I KNOW ONLY ONE MAN WHO COULD TERRIFY PEOPLE THAT WAY—BOXIE VINCENT!

YES! BUT BOXIE IS IN COLD STORAGE 5000 MILES AWAY!

I'VE GOT TO CALL IN THIS STORY, INSPECTOR CALLAHAN! IT WON'T KEEP!

IN A DISORDERED OFFICE, A PHONE RINGS...

BRRRRNG

NO ANSWER, BUT LORELEI WOULD NEVER DESERT HER POST—UNLESS—
Minutes later... Back at the Illustrated Press.

Gosh, Steve! Y'know we can't hear anything from your office with these presses going!

Something's happened to Lorelei!

Gone! That door, Harry! My private entrance...

There's been a scrap here! Look at the joint!

On Steve's Desk a chilling note is found...

Someone's grabbed Lorelei!

Wilson—Don't ring in the cops or you'll be writing an obit for a dear friend! Come to 218 Harbor Street; alone!

You give the Timmons story to rewrite, Harry! I'll be pretty busy for the next hour or so!

Rajah, boss!

Soon after... on a rooftop in the waterfront district...

I'll appear at number 218 all right—but not at the front door! Whoever's expecting me there will have a long wait!

Then... the daring newsmen drops to a fire escape ledge...

The usual cigarette before the execution, I presume?

Lorelei! And a couple of hoods from Boxie Vincent's old gang...
WE JUST WANT WILSON TO ANSWER SOME QUESTIONS, SEE?

OKAY! START ASKING.

BUT I'LL SUPPLY THE ANSWERS WITH MY FISTS!

WILSON?!

WHILE STEVE LASHES OUT AT ONE OF THE THUGS, THE OTHER STARTS THROWING LEAD...

I'LL ONLY WING HIM! THE BOSS WANTS HIM ALIVE...

SHORT-CIRCUITED BY A STRAY BULLET, A WALL SWITCH BURSTS INTO FLAME...

FIRE! HEAD FOR THE WINDOW, LORELEI!

ALL RIGHT, STEVE!

THE FIGHTING NEWSMAN'S ANVIL-HARD MUSCLES ARE BROUGHT INTO PLAY...

THIS OLD RAT TRAP WILL BE A BONFIRE IN MINUTES!

OH HHHH...!

MOMENTS LATER... AFTER LORELEI'S ARMS HAVE BEEN UNTIED...

WE'VE GOT TO SEND IN A FIRE ALARM, STEVE!

ACROSS THAT PLANK, LORELEI!
BIG TOWN

BEFORE STEVE CAN FOLLOW HIS ASSISTANT, A ROOF DOOR SWINGS WIDE...

GRAB HIM!

KEEP GOING, LORELE!

SEEMINGLY TRAPPED, THE GUNMEN'S PREY RAISES HIS HANDS...

YUH KNOW WHEN TO GIVE UP, DON'TCHA, WILSON?

SURE! I KNOW WHEN I'M LICKED—

THAT HOOD IN THE BLACK HAT MUST BE THE "BOSS" THEY TALKED ABOUT!

THE NEXT INSTANT... AN OVERHANGING CLOTHES LINE IS PUT TO EMERGENCY USE...

BUT THIS ISN'T ONE OF THOSE TIMES!

THEN AS THE VALIANT NEWSMAN RACES ACROSS THE PLANK TO THE NEXT ROOF...

THOSE BIRDS CAN USE THE FIRE ESCAPE! THIS WILL MAKE SURE THEY DON'T FOLLOW US!

SOON AFTER... WITH POLICE AND FIREFIGHTERS FILLING HARBOR STREET...

THOSE HOODLUMS SLIPPED AWAY—

AT LEAST THE FIRE'S UNDER CONTROL, AND NO ONE'S HURT! LET'S GO, LORELE!

SO YOU THINK THE GANG IS OUT TO FIND THE MAN WHO GOT BOXIE VINCENT DEPORTED?

YES! OUR PAPER PLAYED UP THE STORY BIG, SO THEY FIGURED YOU MIGHT KNOW, STEVE! THEY DON'T SUSPECT YOU'RE THE MAN!
ON THE WAY BACK TO THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS...

IT MEANS BLACK HAT—WHOEVER HE IS—IS REALLY AFTER YOU!

WELL, THAT'S FAIR ENOUGH. BECAUSE I'VE GOT A HUNCH MR. BLACK HAT IS THE MYSTERIOUS TIMMONS KILLER—AND I'M AFTER HIM!

A VICIOUS MURDERER IS LOOSE IN BIG TOWN, LORELEI! IT'S MY DUTY TO BRING HIM TO JUSTICE ANY WAY I CAN! AND THERE IS A WAY...

STEP ON IT, DRIVER!

IN STEVE'S OFFICE... A HALF HOUR LATER...

STOP THE PRESSES, ED! SHOVE THIS ON PAGE ONE!

THE F.B.I. OKAYED THE RELEASE, LORELEI—UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES—BUT, STEVE—YOU'RE PUBLISHING YOUR DEATH WARRANT!

FULL STORY OF VINCENT AFFAIR!

STEVE WILSON REVEALED AS MAN WHO EXPOSED VINCENT TO F.B.I. AS ILLEGAL GAIN

Yeah—it's suicide! You better go into hidin'!

No thanks, Harry! Come along—there are still a few things to attend to before the story breaks—

At Police Headquarters...

If you're willing to risk it, we'll back you up, Steve—all the way!

Fine, Inspector Callahan! Let's get to work on Harry's cab!
That night... A strange vigil is in progress...

Steve Wilson put "fix" on Boxie Vincent! Read all about it!

Keep driving, Harry! Turn up Broad Street...

There must be lots o' easier ways than this to get killed, Steve! Why don't we both just jump in the river?

That car, Harry...

Out of a side-street a sleek limousine careens ominously...

It's Wilson and his cabbie friend, all right! Pour it into 'em!

We've drawn the wolves out of hiding, Harry! RAM THEM—

As the embattled hackie grimly follows orders...

Don't worry—this glass the police put in is bullet-proof!

I know, chief! But it didn't come with no p-positive guarantee!

Swiftly, a trap is closed...

Coppers! Both ways—

That's our cue, Harry, out and at 'em!
HERE'S ONE FOR THE MEAT-WAGON!

THREE GOES OUR MAN - BLACK HAT-LEGGING IT DOWN BOYLE STREET!

CANNILY, THE ESCAPING THUG FLEES INTO A THRONG OF ONLOOKERS...

SOMETHING FAMILIAR ABOUT THAT FIGURE...

DON'T SHOOT YET! TOO MANY PEOPLE IN THE WAY—

THEN... A QUICK PLUNGE INTO A BUILDING ON THE STREET...

HE BEAT IT INTO THAT WAR EXHIBIT!

HOLD IT, STEVE! HE COULD STAND OFF AN ARMY IN THERE! IT'S FULL OF WAR WEAPONS, THE REAL STUFF—READY FOR SHOWING TOMORROW!

AS THE REAR OF THE WAR EXHIBIT IS COVERED, TRAPPING THE LONE GUNMAN INSIDE IT...

I STARTED THIS SHOW, INSPECTOR — AND IF ANYONE GETS HURT, IT'LL BE ME! CUT THE POWER OF THE MAINS AND LEND ME YOUR FLASH! I'M GOING AFTER HIM!

ALL RIGHT, STEVE...

A BLAST KNOCKS THE NEWSMAN OFF HIS FEET WITHOUT HARMING HIM...

RRROW!

S UDDEN BLACKNESS FILLS THE WIDE EXHIBITION HALL...

I KNOW HE'S IN HERE — AND HE PROBABLY KNOWS I AM! I NEVER CARRY A GUN — BUT I CAN GET HIM TO GIVE AWAY HIS POSITION...

HAND GRENADE! JUST A RANDOM THROW! HE CAN'T SEE ME! SHOWS HE'S NERVOUS...
Taking advantage of the blast, Steve makes a few swift preparations... He won't see the flash inside this downturned carton — but when I yank away the carton with this spring, it will reveal the light abruptly...

Creeping ten feet off, the illustrated press man carries out his plan...

Bang bang

Silent as a cat, Steve closes in on his exposed quarry...

Show yourself, blast you!

I will — but in my own way!

Diving at the black-hatted gunman, the ace newspaperman quickly pins his assailant to the floor...

Well, look who my playmate is — Boxie Vincent!

Meanwhile, the illustrated press has printed a special "surprise" edition while its plucky leader was at police headquarters...

Say, who wrote that head?

I did! It's too late to change it — and besides it's true!

Later... at police headquarters, where the whole gang has been herded...

Boxie traded identities and papers with one of his henchmen overseas and flew back to town yesterday. He planned to take over his old rackets again!

The only thing Boxie is going to do is take over in Big Town is a cell in the death house for killing Lou Timmons!

Meanwhile, the illustrated press' lead story is: Steve Wilson captures racket king Vincent in armored box car.
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Steve Wilson, fighting newsman of Big Town's Illustrated Press, has made countless headlines in his unrelenting fight against crime! But this time, if he is the subject of another headline, it will be as a corpse! That is the desperate choice Steve has to make in order to solve a ruthless crime... in the front-page story with a double twist......

"Badge of Courage!"
As Steve Wilson, of Big Town’s Illustrated Press, finishes his article for the next edition...

The Larok gang won’t like these bonfires you’ve been lighting under them, Steve!

I mean to make Big Town too hot for them, Lorelei!

If people learned to rely on the police and refused to be intimidated by these hoodlums, the Larok gangsters would crawl back into their rat holes!

Shortly...

Don’t forget our appointment with Inspector Callahan to watch the police academy exercises, Steve!

I won’t, Lorelei! We’ll pick up Dusty Miller in the city room. He should be able to get enough good pictures on the exercise for a Sunday feature.

A few minutes later, as the trio exits from the Illustrated Press building...

Oh—oh! Here’s trouble! Double trouble!

A pair of Larok gang hoods! Whatever happens, Dusty—you and Lorelei—stay out of it! That’s an order!

The boss thinks you’ve been working too hard, Wilson!

He sent us to see that you get a rest—a long one! Come along with us! Quiet-like, or we’ll send you on your “vacation” now!

I’ll be glad to come along with you boys, if you let Lorelei and Dusty alone! They’re not responsible for anything I’ve written! They just work for me!

It’s okay with us! But if they start anything, it’ll be your finish!
FLANKED BY THE TWIN GUNMEN, STEVE IS LED TOWARD THEIR PARKED CAR...

YOU'RE PLAYING IT SMART, WILSON! NOT KICKING UP A FUSS! YOU'LL LIVE LONGER THAT WAY!

MAYBE! BUT NOT MUCH LONGER!

ONCE THEY GET ME INSIDE THEIR CAR, I'M FINISHED... LORELEI AND DUSTY ARE OUT OF HARM'S WAY... IF I'M GOING TO MAKE A BREAK FOR IT... IT'S GOT TO BE NOW --!

TAKING A DEEP BREATH, STEVE MAKES HIMSELF A DEAD WEIGHT AND SUDDENLY SINKS TO HIS KNEES...

LOOK OUT!

HE'S MAKING A BREAK--!

BEFORE THE STARTLED GUNMEN CAN RECOVER THEIR BALANCE...

BLAST HIM--!

MY GUN'S TANGLE--!

AS BIG TOWN'S FIGHTING NEWSMAN DISARMS THE GUNMEN...

ARE YOU ALL RIGHT? STEVE. I GOT IT ALL, STEVE! WOW!

FINE, LORELEI!

AFTER THE THUGS HAVE BEEN LED AWAY BY THE POLICE, STEVE AND HIS COMPANIONS ARE DRIVEN TO THE POLICE ACADEMY BY HARRY THE HACK...

YOU SURE SHOWED UP THOSE LAROK GANG RESPIRATORS, BOSS!

CONSPIRATORS, HARRY! RESPIRATORS ARE APPARATUS FOR BREATHING!
En route to the police academy...

We're being shot at—It must be more of that gang!

Relax, folks! My hack's just backfiring! Listen! It happens when I give 'er the gas! Sounds just like shots, doesn't it?

See what I mean?

So that's it! I thought you had your ignition fixed, Harry?

I've been meanin' to, Mr. Wilson, but I've been too busy! It's easy to fix. The ignition's either set little too high or low. I'll tend to it!

Later, on the police academy grounds, graduating students give an exhibition of precision balance and driving skill...
The police students demonstrate their shooting skill...

_BANG! BANG! BANG!_

Finally... there's the climax of the exercises, Steve! The students climb up the rear of this fence by means of ropes and slide down the front!

Quite an obstacle, Inspector Callahan! Get ready for the first man over, Dusty!

A moment later...

Great Thunder! How'd he get up there?

That's what I'd like to know!

We'll find out later! Get the shot, Dusty!

To the amazement of the spectators, the first one over the obstacle is not a student policeman... but...

When the youthful intruder is brought to Inspector Callahan...

I know I did wrong by sneaking onto the field! But I only did it because I want to be a policeman! I've just got to!
WHY THE HURRY TO BE A POLICE OFFICER, SON? YOU'VE PLenty OF TIME!

NO, I HAVEN'T! I'M TOMMY RHODES! PATROLMAN JACK RHODES' BROTHER, INSPECTOR!

WASN'T THAT THE POLICEMAN WHO WAS KILLED ON HIS BEAT THE OTHER DAY?

YES! WE HAVEN'T A SINGLE LEAD ON THE KILLERS, EVEN THOUGH WE'RE SHAKING BIG TOWN UPSIDE DOWN TO GET ONE!

I'M BIG FOR MY AGE, INSPECTOR! FEEL MY MUSCLE! JACK WAS TRAINING ME TO BE A POLICEMAN! IF I WAS ONE, I'D FIND HIS MURDERER! PLEASE MAKE ME A POLICEMAN!

I'M ... SORRY, TOMMY!

(SOB, SOB) JACK WAS ... THE BEST BROTHER ... (SOB) A FELLOW EVER HAD!

THERE, THERE, TOMMY. CRY ALL YOU WANT TO. IT WILL MAKE YOU FEEL BETTER ... STEVE, WE'RE GOING TO TAKE TOMMY HOME!

LEAVING DUSTY AT THE POLICE ACADEMY GROUNDS, STEVE RIDES WITH LORELEI TO TOMMY'S HOME ...

TOMMY PROMISES MR. WILSON NOT TO DO ANY MORE RECKLESS STUNTS WHICH MIGHT HARM YOU, AND I PROMISE YOU THAT YOUR BROTHER'S MURDERERS WILL BE BROUGHT TO JUSTICE!

GOSH, MR. WILSON! I PROMISE! I KNOW YOU CAN DO IT!

TOMMY HELPS HIS MOTHER BY SHINING SHOES AFTER SCHOOL, STEVE!

YOU CAN PUT THE STAFF OF THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS ON YOUR LIST OF CUSTOMERS NOW, TOMMY!

GEE, THANKS, MR. WILSON!
A few days later, at Steve Wilson's office...

Steve! You've done it again! Your story states that you have uncovered evidence which will lead to the murderers of Patrolman Jack Rhodes! Congratulations!

Why, Steve? Your story would lead anyone to believe that it's only a matter of time before you close the case!

That's what I want the unknown killer to believe too, Lorelei! I haven't the faintest idea who he is, but I hope that he'll fall for the bait and come out into the open to silence me!

But, Steve—You're deliberately making a target of yourself!

Shhh...! Have the story set up, please... Hello, Tommy. I see you're right on time as usual. I can practically set my watch by you!

Harry the hack thinks you're ages, Mr. Wilson. Me too! How are you getting along with my brother's case? Closing in on the killer yet?

We'll soon know, Tommy!

If you need any help, Mr. Wilson, you can count on me!

Thanks, Tommy! I'll remember that!

Shortly...as shadows fall upon Big Town...

Steve, don't you think you ought to have a body-guard for a while? Especially since your story will hit the stands tomorrow morning?

No, Lorelei! That would defeat the very purpose for which that story was written! I've got to be an easy mark for the killer—or he won't come out in the open to take aim!
The next day Steve receives unexpected visitors...

Who let you in? Your Secretary, Pal! She wondered why you'd forgotten to tell her you were expecting a couple of old pals of yours. But we convinced her a man as busy as you could easily forget a thing like that! Ha, ha!

Whoever sent these gunmen is behind the murder of Patrolman Rhodes! I've got to go along with them to find out who it is! But, first, I have to signal someone about what's happening... without warning these hoodlums what I'm doing! Hmm... Tommy should be here any minute! That gives me an idea!

Steve sets the first part of his plan in operation with an innocent gesture...

Hey—If you pull any funny stuff—!

Mind if I tie my shoelace before taking a walk with you?

Who's that coming? Just the shoeshine boy! He shines my shoes every day!

We don't want to make him suspicious! Have him shine your shoes but get rid of him fast!

You're late, Tommy! Make it as fast as possible! I've got an appointment with these friends of mine and I don't want to keep them waiting!

Yes, Mr. Wilson.

What is Steve's plan to outwit the gunmen? Is Tommy alert to the newsman's peril?
After Tommy departs, the gunmen take Steve out of a side exit of the building to a waiting car...

We'll head straight for the hideout! No one's tailing us! But use side streets anyway—just to make sure!

But as the gunmen's car twists and turns... it is doggedly followed by...

Follow that car, Harry! Mr. Wilson's in it! Kidnapped! We can't take the chance of stopping for help—we might lose the car!

But how'd you know Mr. Wilson was in danger, Tommy?

First, he said I was late—and I was right on time like always! That made me suspicious! Then I saw the SOS he had scratched into the polish on his shoe!

On the outskirts of Big Town, the gangster car turns into a solitary road...

There's no chance of getting help on this road now—even if we wanted to, Tommy!

A sudden metallic clang reveals a dismaying fact to the pursuing duet...

This is a private road! That gate must work by an electric eye! It opened when those hoods entered—and closed when we passed! We're prisoners, too!

Meanwhile, in a house at the end of the road, the trapped newsman is face to face with the ruthless leader of the Larok gang...

So you really found out about my shooting that cop, when he got in the way of a job we were pulling, Wilson? Now I'll have to put you where you can't do any talking! Let him have it, boys! Right now!

We can't think of that, Harry! We've got to find some way of helping Mr. Wilson!
JUST AS THE GUNMEN ARE ABOUT TO SHOOT
STEVE, A VOICE HAILS THEM FROM OUTSIDE...
PUT DOWN YOUR GUNS! OR IN
ONE SECOND MY MEN'LL
START SHOOTING!

SHOOT—YOU
FOOLS!
OKAY!
YOU
ASKED
FOR IT!
BLAM!
BLAM!
BLAM!

WE HAVEN'T A CHANCE,
LAROK! IT SOUNDS LIKE
AN ARMY'S OUTSIDE.

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE
GANGLER'S MOMENTARY
CONFUSION, STEVE WILSON
LASHES OUT...

FOLLOW ME, BOYS!

YOU Couldn'T HAVE
TIMED IT BETTER,
HARRY!

WITH THE CRIMINALS TIED UP AND AWAITING THE
POLICE, HARRY THE HACK LEADS STEVE TO HIS
REINFORCEMENTS...

WITH THE HAND BRAKE
ON SO THE HACK CAN'T
MOVE, AND TOMMY
STEPPING ON THE GAS
PEDAL, WE'VE GOT A
REASONABLE FACT
SIMULIE OF SHOTS!

FACSIMILIE, HARRY!
BUT I'M GLAD YOU
DIDN'T GET YOUR
IGNITION FIXED! ALL
RIGHT, TOMMY, YOU
CAN STOP 'SHOOTING'!
THE WAR'S OVER!

LATER, AT POLICE HEADQUARTERS, A BOY'S
DREAM COMES TRUE...

TOMMY RHODES—FOR
BRAVERY IN THE FACE
OF DANGER, I HEREBY
DESIGNATE YOU—
HONORARY
POLICEMAN!

The End
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IN OUR BUSINESS THERE'S GOT TO BE SLUMPS. WHAT'YA WANNA DO- ADVERTISE? WE GOTTA WAIT TILL SOMEONE NEEDS US.

H-SSST-- SOMEONE AT THE DOOR.
BIG TOWN

PLEASE—PUT THE GUN AWAY. I DISLIKE INTRODUCTIONS IN SUCH A TENSE ATMOSPHERE.

WHO IN BLAZES ARE YOU?

MY FACE YOU WOULDN'T KNOW, BUT CERTAINLY MY REPUTATION MUST HAVE PRECEDED ME. I'M A. ZERO!

A. ZERO! THE MURDER FIXER!

HOW VULGARLY PUT! I PREFER TO REGARD MYSELF AS A SALESMAN. MURDER IS A COMMODITY, IS IT NOT?

AAAH—SKIP THAT. WHAT'TAYA WANT HERE?

BUSINESS—STRICTLY BUSINESS. BY CERTAIN DISCREET INQUIRIES I HAVE LEARNED THAT YOU GENTS ARE NOT VERY OCCUPIED. SO—IF YOU'RE FREE TO FILL MY ORDERS AT THE USUAL COMMISSION...

...MY SCRAP-BOOK IS BULGING WITH POSSIBILITIES. SO MANY LOCAL PERSONS WHO DISLIKE EACH OTHER. SO MANY POTENTIAL "ZEROS."

A. ZERO—SALESMAN OF DEATH! I REALLY SHOULD SIZE HIM UP FIRST—THAT ALWAYS HELPS. I'LL TRY HIS HOTEL, ANYWAY.

MEANWHILE, IN THE OFFICE OF INSPECTOR MORRISON AT POLICE HEADQUARTERS...

WHAT'S THE GOOD, JOHNNY? IF YOU PICK UP A. ZERO, HIS MOUTH-PIECE'LL SPRING HIM IN AN HOUR. WE'VE NOTHING ON HIM.

LEAVE IT TO ME. EITHER I'LL GET SOMETHING ON THAT MONSTER OR I'LL TURN IN MY BADGE.
LATER...

FROM HEADQUARTERS. THE NAME'S JOHNNY LAW. GOT A FEW MINUTES, ZERO?

ABSOLUTELY! COME IN. POLICEMEN ALWAYS INTEREST ME.

SO YOU'RE JOHNNY LAW—WHAT DO YOU KNOW? I'VE HEARD A LOT ABOUT YOU!

I'VE HEARD A LOT ABOUT YOU, TOO—NOTHING GOOD. ANYWAY, THOUGHT WE SHOULD MEET. BECAUSE I'M THE GUY THAT'S GOING TO GET YOU, ZERO!

THEY SAY JOHNNY LAW IS SOMETHING BOASTFUL. ALSO THEY SAY HE MAKES GOOD HIS BOASTS. BUT THIS TIME, JOHNNY LAW IS A FOOL. KINDLY GET OUT. I DON'T LIKE THREATS!

AND I DON'T LIKE BEING PUSHED AROUND!

YOU'RE FORTUNATE, MR. LAW. I'M A PEACEFUL MAN. NEVER IN DULGE IN BRAWLS. BUT—I NEVER FORGET!

FINE! BE SURE YOU DON'T!

SO THAT'S A, ZERO. CLEVER, ADROIT AND FULL OF COLD MENACE. GLAD I VISITED HIM. OTHERWISE I MIGHT HAVE UNDERRATED HIM. WON'T BE AN EASY JOB GETTING HIM.
That evening, in a small, mid-town restaurant...

Ah—The ambitious Mr. Snow, burdened with an unnecessary partner who takes half of all your hard-earned profits. Yes—i don't blame you for disliking him.

Huh? Who are you?

And how do you know so much about my affairs?

I'm a zero, the man who phoned this morning. Your case interested me. I investigated. Then, when I was certain, I made this appointment.

Five thousand, eh? Half now and half after you—uh—get rid of him. Right?

Now—now—I merely said your partner will be influenced into withdrawing. Understand?

A sound investment, Snow. Once this—ah—overhead is removed, your income will skyrocket.

In two days, eh? Very well, I'll have the balance ready.

And so—two days later in a mid-town area...

Killed instantly. Nasty accident, eh, Johnny?

Nasty explosion, Sergeant. I find it a sound rule never to call anything an accident until it's been proven.

What's there to prove? When sewer gas explodes, that's an accident, isn't it?

True, Sergeant. But what makes you so sure it was sewer gas? For example, this twisted metal fragment—

-- it's not sewer pipe material and it wasn't ripped from the metal cover either. Maybe the science boys at headquarters can identify it.
LATER, AT THE POLICE LABORATORY...

IT'S SO TWISTED I CAN'T BE CERTAIN, BUT SOME TYPES OF DETONATOR CAPS ARE MADE OF THIS KIND OF ALLOY. JOHNNY BURNS APPARENTLY CAUSED BY FUMINATE OF MERCURY, OFTEN USED FOR DETONATING PURPOSES...

THANKS, ED.

FIGURE IT OUT YOURSELF, INSPECTOR. THREE FREAK ACCIDENTS IN THREE DAYS--A RECENTLY INSPECTED SIGN FALLS ON A GUY, A WHEEL COMES OFF A SPEEDING NEW CAR--AND NOW THIS!

MEANING A-ZERO, EH?

RIGHT--AND UNTIL I GET A SMARTER HUNCH, THAT'S THE ONE I'M PLAYING.

I'M NOT DISPUTING YOU, JOHNNY. YOU JUST GO AHEAD.

THAT EVENING IN AN EXCLUSIVE UPTOWN CAFE...

VAN--ISN'T THAT JOHNNY LAW, THE DETECTIVE?

GOSH--HE LOOKS LIKE A REAL HE-MAN!

WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH ME? DON'T I RATE NEXT TO THAT CHEAP FLATFOOT?

DID I HEAR A CRACK?

YOU'VE GOT GOOD EARS, COPPER. SO WHAT? SCRAM OR I'LL HAVE YOU POUNDING A BEAT IN THE STICKS.

JUST FOR PRACTICE, I'LL TRY POUNDING YOUR JAW!
HE WON'T GET AWAY WITH THIS! I'LL GET THAT FLAT FOOT!
CALM YOURSELF, MR. VAN UPSHAT. PLEASE!

HA! HA! YOU LOOKED SO FUNNY SITTING THERE ON THE FLOOR!

SHUT UP! I'LL GET THAT COPPER. IF IT'S THE LAST THING I DO! COME ON—LET'S GET OUT OF HERE!

NEXT MORNING...
ANOTHER POTENTIAL ZERO. A PARTICULARLY INTERESTING ONE, BECAUSE I OWE JOHNNY LAW SOMETHING MYSELF.

SO—YOUNG VAN UPSHAT RECEIVES A VISITOR...
WHO ARE YOU? HOW'D YOU GET IN? I'M A SALESMAN, AND I'M SELLING SATISFACTION. SATISFACTION FOR YOUR HUMILIATING EXPERIENCE OF LAST NIGHT. THOSE BANDAGES—HE REALLY DID A JOB, EH?

NATURALLY, THE RATES FOR INFLUENCING DETECTIVES COME HIGH. BUT I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT JOHNNY LAW WILL BE OFF THE POLICE FORCE FOR GOOD.

MM—BUT IF HE'S KILLED, I'LL BE SUSPECTED. I MADE THREATS...

KILLED? BUT I SAID "INFLUENCED." IF YOU PLEASE. OF COURSE, IF SOME UNAVOIDABLE ACCIDENT SHOULD OCCUR, HOW CAN YOU POSSIBLY BE RESPONSIBLE?

I SEE... I SEE... BROTHER, YOU'VE MADE A SALE!

NEXT MORNING, AT HEADQUARTERS...
A FINE JOB, LAD. THE DEPARTMENT'S GRATEFUL TO YOU!

HOW ABOUT ME, INSPECTOR? DON'T I GET SOME CREDIT? HERE I GO WALKING OUT TO BE KILLED, AND NOT EVEN A DECENT SEND-OFF!
I CAN'T HELP FEELING A BIT JUMPY WALKING OUT LIKE THIS. ZERO MAY ACT A LOT SOONER THAN I FIGURE, AND I DON'T EVEN KNOW WHAT TO EXPECT...

ULP! MAYBE THAT WAS IT!

STAND BACK!

WELL - I'M RIGHT ON TIME!

YOU ASKED FOR IT - HERE IT IS!

IT'S JOHNNY LAW!

HE - HE'S DEAD!

NEXT MORNING.... "UNKNOWN BANDIT'S SLAY DETECTIVE"... WHAT SINGULAR GOOD FORTUNE. WHAT TROUBLE AND EXPENSE THEY SAVED ME. JOHNNY LAW DEAD AND ALL I HAVE TO DO IS TAKE CREDIT AND COLLECT MY FEE.
SOON-- A ZERO RECEIVES A VISITOR...

UH--IT'S ME. YOUR "INFLUENCE" WORKED SO WELL, I'D LIKE TO PAY YOU A BONUS. BUT TELL ME--HOW WAS IT MANAGED?

AH--APPRECIATION. WELL--SINCE YOU'RE IN THIS TOO, A FRIENDLY EXPOSITION WOULD DELIGHT ME.

BUT IS THAT ALL? YOU JUST STAGED A PHONEY HOLD-UP?

YOU INSULT MY IMAGINATION. TAKE THE LUCAS JOB--A REAL MASTERPIECE. AN EXPLOSIVE PLANTED IN THE SEWER OPPOSITE LUCAS' OFFICE, A MAN WATCHING FROM A WINDOW WITH THE DETONATOR...

THANKS, ZERO--THAT'S ALL THE EVIDENCE WE NEED FOR NOW.

JOHNNY LAW! BUT--BUT YOU'RE DEAD. WHAT FOUL DECEIT IS THIS?

WHAT ABOUT YOUR OWN LITTLE DECEPTION? TAKING CREDIT FOR THAT PHONEY HOLD-UP I PLANNED TO KEEP YOU FROM REALLY KILLING ME. BUT THE LUCAS INCIDENT IS ALL THE CREDIT YOU'LL NEED FOR WHERE YOU'RE GOING.

THIS TIME I WON'T BE TAKING UNDESERVED CREDIT...

IT'S TOO LATE FOR GUNPLAY, ZERO. BESIDES, YOU'VE GOT LESS MANEUVERABILITY THAN A SACK OF ONIONS!

GUESS IT'S ZERO FOR ME, IF I MAY VENTURE A FeeBLE PUN IN THE TEETH OF DISASTER.

TO CONTINUE IN THE SAME VEIN, THESE LISTS OF YOUR CUSTOMERS AND HENCHMEN SHOULD CLEAR THIS AFFAIR UP FROM A TO ZERO!
Hiking through the mountains on a day like this sure is invigorating! Boy, oh boy, bear tracks and they are big!

Look Captain Tootsie!

You are right Rollo! And they are fresh tracks—and we have neither gun nor rifle!

We'll all help Captain Tootsie!

Good! But first let's all eat delicious Tootsie rolls. We'll all need plenty of energy!

That's deep enough!

After digging a deep hole, Captain Tootsie and his pals place twigs and leaves over the opening. Using their lunch as bait, they put all the food on top of the twigs.

Yipe! Here he comes, Captain Tootsie!

Quick! Up you do, everybody!

The hungry bear heads straight for the food!

Hurray—it worked! He's trapped!

Crash!

An hour later, the forest rangers, having been called by Captain Tootsie, put the bear into a cage.

Tootsie rolls, everybody! Can't think of a better substitute for the lunch we sacrificed!

He sure is a big one!

Tootsie Pops 2¢

For a treat of treats—Dee-Lish-us, Chocolaty, Chewy Tootsie Roll!
"HUMAN RIGHTS
says: for ALL!"

But I tell you –
AW, pipe down, Alvin. We want something short for this Lincoln celebration and we all agree –
HOLD ON! WHAT'S THE ARGUMENT ABOUT?

They were saying that Lincoln's famous Gettysburg address would be too hard to memorize because it's too long -- and I say it only takes a few minutes to deliver!

As a matter of fact, he's right! And I'll prove it. Let's go inside!

In one of the classrooms, fingers moving faster than the eye can follow, Superman writes the entire speech on the blackboard in a fraction of a second.

There! Exactly 267 words! But the point I want to get over is that whether Alvin is right or wrong, he should have been allowed to speak! That's one reason why we're celebrating the birthday of Lincoln, who fought to preserve the heritage of our country's bill of rights!

"Other nations feel the same way. The United Nations Commission on Human Rights prepared a declaration in which they outlined thirty rights every human being in the world should have -- like the right to say, write and read what you choose, worship as you wish, vote the way you want.

"In 1948, 59 nations passed the Declaration without a dissenting vote. Now the Commission is working on a covenant for nations to sign, agreeing to live up to the Declaration in their own countries."

Let's see to it that we live up to this important job at home and support our United Nations in helping other countries to live up to it, too. That way, the world can be a safe and happy place for everybody!

This page is published as a public service in cooperation with leading national social welfare and youth-serving organizations.
"HOLD IT!"

Benson whipped at the command, then slowly raised his hands from his vest. Stepping through the French doors that led to the garden, a masked man gestured at Benson with a small, deadly automatic.

"Not a peep out of you. I know that this is your servants' day off. I've worked this out very carefully so that I won't be interrupted," said the masked man as he walked over to the radio and turned it off.

"I have no intention of arguing with a man who holds a gun," commented Benson quietly.

The other chuckled. "That's being smart. And now to get to work."

"You'll find some money in the desk."

"Thanks—but that won't be enough. You ought to know what I'm after."

"You're rather well informed."

"Why not? When a man goes in for hobbies it gets about. Particularly when a man has as many hobbies as you have, Benson. Mind you I'm not complaining about the way you spread your money around . . ."

I'm sincerely grateful for it," the gunner ended with another laugh.

"You're well spoken for a thief."

"I prefer to be known as a gentleman of fortune. Sit in that chair and don't make a move."

Taking a slim, hooked length of steel from an inner pocket, the intruder went to work expertly on various drawers. Every so often his eyes flicked at Benson, but the latter made no incautious move.

Grunting with pleasure, the man in the mask emptied the contents of the drawers onto a table. "I can get twenty thousand for these stamps," he murmured. "And these matched black pearls. . . A-ah! For these beauties I can name my own price!"

Ever watchful of Benson, he continued pawing about. His eyes glinted behind the mask as he looked down at some bits of jade whose size belied their value. "Give me a rich man with hobbies every time. It makes my work so much simpler."

After carefully stowing his loot in a chamois bag, the thief carefully wiped off
all places where he might have left fingerprints. He had just finished when Benson sprang.

With the tenaciousness of desperation, Benson clung to the other man’s gun hand. Breathing hard, the two battlers swayed back and forth across the room. A large, artificially heated tank of tropical fish hit the floor with a crash.

Putting all his strength into the effort, Benson twisted away at the other’s wrist. There was a dull plop as the gun hit the floor. Benson bent swiftly—and felt great waves of pain go coursing through him.

As he sat on the floor holding his aching head, the masked man levelled the recovered gun at him. “You fell for an old trick, Benson. When I pretended to lose control of the gun you went for it and forgot me. That knee you got in the head was only a taste of what’s to come.”

“You’re going to kill me,” Benson said tiredly as he got to his feet.

“I am. Nobody plays rough with ‘Silk’ Folley and lives to talk about it.”

“Since there’s nothing I can do about it, how about putting your bullet right here?” Benson’s hand covered a portion of his vest. “It’ll hurt that much less.”

“Glad to oblige,” mocked “Silk.” Almost imperceptibly his finger tightened. The gun coughed and Benson’s legs went out from under him. He lay quiet.

Through the French doors went the other without a backward look. No fingerprints and no witnesses. A good, clean job that couldn’t possibly backfire on him.

Three hours later the police picked him up.

Blustering in vain, he was hauled down to Headquarters. Inside, his torrent of words suddenly dried. There, sitting calmly, was Benson . . . a very much alive Benson.

“How . . . how . . .”

“You shouldn’t pick on a man who goes in for hobbies,” reproved Benson.

“I never saw you before,” “Silk” managed to get out.

As if he hadn’t heard him, Benson continued: “You put yourself into an airtight trap. When you entered my home the radio was going. I was timing a certain song with this.” In Benson’s hand now lay a battered, heavy watch.

“It’s a stop-watch. I slid it into my vest pocket before raising my hands. It was a natural movement and you didn’t object. It was heavy enough to stop your bullet without giving me more than a bone-bruise.”

“It’s only your word against mine.”

“No . . . not precisely. Remember, I am a man of many hobbies. Timing that song was only one of the things that I was doing when you intruded. I like that particular song and intended hearing it many times more.”

“So what?”

“So you convicted yourself, Mr. Folley. Every word of our conversation—including your mentioning your name—is on record.”

Folley knew he was finished when Benson removed from his pocket a small wire-recorder.
Dick Sarno is one of the best news cameramen extant. Dick got a photo of the murdered Lindbergh baby that was used at the famous trial. Later he hid in a truck and got the first photo of Anne Lindbergh and her second child—all despite many guards.

He has been in plane crashes, auto crashes and was blown sky-high during a subway blasting.

During the war, Dick took the famous photo of F.D.R., Churchill and Stalin at Yalta. The only one allowed! He has been run over by rage horses, and threatened by gangsters.

New York papers were trying to get photos of a noted gangster in a hospital. The hospital sought to prevent them. Dick put on a painter's outfit, got in and took a snap.

Every Model "GUARANTEED AS LONG AS YOU OWN IT"

THROLLING for FEATURES and FUN!

Columbia BUILT

PROUDEST BIKE on the road, with all the latest, "hottest" features! More fun—easier to pedal because it's better-built! Send for big, full-colored catalog picturing this and other exciting bicycles by Columbia.

COLUMBIA and COLUMBIA-BUILT BICYCLES

"Since 1877... AMERICA'S FIRST BICYCLE"

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

The Westfield Manufacturing Company
844 Cycle Street, Westfield, Massachusetts

Please send me, free of charge, the big, full-color, illustrated catalog of exciting new Columbia-Built bikes.
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Are You Safe from "B.O." Up to 48 Hours?

Doctors Find Lifebuoy Deodorizes Your Entire Body

Stops "B.O." Before It Begins!

Stops "B.O." Up to 48 Hours!

Guard your popularity! In 10 day bath tests, doctors proved Lifebuoy with its purifying ingredient gets skin cleaner than any other leading soap. That's why it deodorizes best!

1. Lifebuoy stops "B.O." where "B.O." begins—on all 13 parts of your body.
2. Lifebuoy stops "B.O." before it begins because its purifying ingredient helps your skin build up its own resistance to "B.O."
3. Lifebuoy stops "B.O." up to 48 hours because Lifebuoy gets skin cleaner than any other leading soap.

No soap in the world is Milder! Safe even for a baby's tender skin! Wonderful for your complexion! Enjoy Lifebuoy's rich coconut oil lather daily. Buy big bath size Lifebuoy today!

Steve Wilson says:

"I ALWAYS USE LIFEBOUY!"

Don't Miss STEVE and LORELEI in "BIG TOWN"
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I'M GUILTY!

ARREST ME!

I DID IT - I CONFESS!

DON'T LISTEN TO THEM - I'M THE GUILTY ONE!

THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS AFTER EVERY MURDER, WILSON - AS IF WE DIDN'T HAVE ENOUGH TROUBLE CATCHING THE REAL CRIMINAL!

TO THE POLICE, 'CRAZY HAMLET', WITH HIS CONFESSIONS OF MURDER, WAS JUST ONE MORE BATTY CHARACTER IN BIG TOWN! BUT STEVE WILSON, CRUSAADING NEWSPAPERMAN OF THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS, HAD TO RISK HIS LIFE TO LEARN THE TRUTH ABOUT THE FANATICAL STRANGER WHO KEPT INSISTING......

"ARREST ME - I'M A MURDERER!"
MIDNIGHT - LONG AFTER WORKING HOURS FOR MOST MEN, BUT NOT FOR STEVE WILSON OF BIG TOWN'S ILLUSTRATED PRESS, AS HE PLANS TOMORROW'S HEADLINES.

THAT'S RIGHT, LORELEI! BRING ME THE COMPLETE FILES ON THE GROLIER CASE! IT'S TIME TO RIP THAT STORY WIDE OPEN AND I'M STARTING RIGHT NOW!

HELP YOURSELF! I'M NOT ARGUING WITH THE OPEN END OF A GUN! BUT YOU MIGHT AS WELL TAKE THE FILE COPY, TOO!

STAY WHERE YOU ARE! I'LL GET IT MYSELF!

SURE YOU'LL GET IT, MISTER... RIGHT WHERE IT DOES THE MOST GOOD!

SMART GUY, EH? THOUGHT YOU'D PUT ME OUT!

CRACK

STEVE... WHAT HAPPENED?

THIS CHARACTER HAD HIS OWN IDEAS ON STOPPING THE GROLIER STORY! WE'LL TAKE HIM TO POLICE HEADQUARTERS!
INSPECTOR CALLAHAN'S QUESTIONING OF THE PRISONER STEVE BRINGS IN REVEALS...

I TRIED TO STOP WILSON FROM REOPENING THE GROLIER CASE BECAUSE I WAS AFRAID YOU'D LATCH ONTO ME FOR BEING THE FENCE THAT GOT RID OF THE GROLIER JEWELS!

YOU DON'T THINK A HOODLUM LIKE YOU COULD STOP STEVE WILSON FROM REVEALING THE TRUTH, DID YOU?

BUT YA GOTTA ARREST ME... I'M A MURDERER! I KILLED JIM SHELDON FOR THE DOUGH IN HIS WALLET!

SURE, HAMLET... SURE! WE KNOW ALL ABOUT IT!

AND SOON AFTER, STEVE WILSON WITNESSES AN AMAZING SCENE!

BLOODSTAINS...? YOU SAID THAT ALREADY! HOW DID THE BLOODSTAINS GET ON THE RUG?

SO YOU'VE GOT SHELDON'S MURDERER! FAST WORK, INSPECTOR! THIS'LL MAKE THE FIVE STAR FINAL!

YOU SEE, WILSON, THERE WAS NO RUG IN SHELDON'S ROOM... NOW BE A GOOD BOY, HAMLET, AND GO HOME! WE HAVE OUR HANDS FULL TRYING TO TRACK DOWN THE REAL KILLERS!

WHEN! WHAT'S WRONG WITH HIM, INSPECTOR?

HAMLET? WHO KNOWS! HE CONCEDES TO EVERY CRIME HE READS ABOUT IN THE NEWSPAPERS! BEEN AT IT FOR A YEAR! HE'S PERFECTLY HARMLESS!

HE EVEN CONFESSION TO THE HUNTLEY ROBBERY... WHILE THE F.B.I. FOUND THE REAL CROOKS IN MEXICO! AND THERE HE GOES, SMOKING CIGARETTE BUTTS AS USUAL, WHILE HE WAITS FOR A CHANCE TO CONFESSION TO THE NEXT MURDER IN BIG TOWN!

I GUESS YOU USED TO EVERYTHING IN BIG TOWN!
YES, EVERYTHING HAPPENS IN BIG TOWN...
FUNNY, SAD, TRIFLING, AND DEADLY...

$60,000... CASH! I'LL CONTRIBUTE IT TOMORROW TO START BIG TOWN'S NEW HOSPITAL FUND ROLLING...

BUT THE PHILANTHROPIST ISN'T AWARE OF THE MENACING FIGURE IN THE WINDOW!

SOON AFTER, STEVE IS INFORMED OF THE SHOOTING, AND THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS GOES INTO ACTION...

MILLIONAIRE JOHN PENNINGTON'S BEEN MURDERED AND ROBBED! MIKE, HOLD PAGE ONE! MILLER, CHECK THE FILES FOR PENNINGTON'S PHOTO! LORELEI, GET THE STORY!

ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT, THE VAST PRESSES GRIND OUT THE SENSATIONAL STORY OF THIS BRUTAL MURDER... AND BY MORNING...

STEVE... YOU DID A GREAT JOB, LORELEI! WE'VE SCOOPED THE TOWN! YOU'RE DUE TONIGHT! LET'S SEE WHAT INSPECTOR CALLAHAN'S FOUND OUT!

A FEW MINUTES LATER, AT HEADQUARTERS...

WELL, IF IT ISN'T HAMLET AGAIN!

...THEN I SHOT HIM IN THE BACK! I GRABBED THE DOUGH, AND... INSPECTOR, YOU AIN'T EVEN LISTENING!

THE DOUGH WAS IN WADS, FASTENED WITH PAPER TAPE! I REMEMBER THEM YELLOW CURTAINS BLOWIN' AT ME WHEN I SLIPPED OUT...

HEAR THAT? YELLOW CURTAINS! STRAIGHT OUT OF MY STORY IN THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS!
BIG TOWN

SUPPOSE I TOLD YA WHERE I HID THE DOUGH? SUPPOSE I SAID IT WAS BURIED BY THE FOUNTAIN IN GRIFFON PARK? THEN YOU'D BELIEVE ME, HUH?

FAIR ENOUGH! WE'LL CHECK UP RIGHT NOW! BUT IF WE DON'T FIND IT, THEN YOU GET OUT OF HERE AND STAY OUT!

AND TWO HOURS LATER, AT GRIFFON PARK...

IT'S THAT CRAZY HAMLET AGAIN! HE GAVE INSPECTOR CALLAHAN A HOT TIP THAT PENNINGTON'S DOUGH WAS HIDDEN HERE! BUT THERE'S NOT A SIGN OF IT!

C'MON! LET'S TELL THE INSPECTOR THAT THIS IS JUST ANOTHER WILD GOOSE CHASE OF HAMLET'S!

BACK AT THE POLICE STATION...

YOU HEARD THE BOYS, HAMLET! THEY DUG FOR HOURS... AND FOUND NOTHING! NOW, GO HOME AND DON'T COME BACK! AND DO ME A GREAT FAVOR... STOP READING MURDER STORIES!

OKAY, BOSS! BUT Y'ALL BE SORRY Ya didn't LISTEN...

BUT AS HAMLET SHUFFLES OUT...

WHAT'S WRONG, STEVE? YOU LOOK AS IF YOU'D SEEN A GHOST!

MAYBE I HAVE! LORELEI, DID YOU NOTICE THAT HAMLET WAS SMOKING A WHOLE CIGARETTE, FROM A FULL PACK?

WHY NOT? WHY SHOULDN'T HE HAVE BOUGHT OR PANHANDLED A FULL PACK OF CIGARETTES FOR A CHANGE! COME ON... I HAVEN'T HAD A CHANCE TO READ MY STORY IN PRINT!

I GUESS YOU'RE RIGHT! WE'RE GETTING NO PLACE FAST HERE!

AND BACK AT THE OFFICE, LORELEI INDULGES IN THE FAVORITE PASTIME OF ALL JOURNALISTS... READING THEIR OWN STORIES...

STEVE... WHAT'S THE IDEA OF CUTTING TWO PARAGRAPHS OF MY STORY?

SORRY, LORELEI! IT HAD TO BE DONE TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE PICTURE!
THEN HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN THIS, STEVE? THAT HAMLET CHARACTER TOLD CALLAHAN ABOUT THE YELLOW CURTAINS... WHEN IT WAS CUT OUT OF MY STORY!

THAT'S IMPOSSIBLE! HE MUST'VE READ IT IN ANOTHER PAPER!

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! YOU FORGOT I SCOOPED THE TOWN ON THAT STORY! COME ON! I'M GOING TO HAVE A TALK WITH THE INSPECTOR!

WHAT FOR? SO HE CAN DECIDE YOU'RE AS NUTTY AS HAMLET? CALLAHAN IS NO NEWSPAPER MAN! HE BELIEVES IN FACTS! WE CAN'T GO RUNNING TO HIM WITH EVERY FAR-FETCHED HUNCH!

REMEMBER... AS FAR AS CALLAHAN'S CONCERNED, HAMLET'S ALREADY CONFESSIONED TO EVERY MURDER IN BIG TOWN FOR THE PAST YEAR... SO HOW CAN WE TELL HIM WE THINK HAMLET REALLY KILLED PENNINGTON? BESIDES, THE POLICE MIGHT HAVE THE REAL KILLER BY NOW!

LET'S FIND OUT!

SO LORELEI AND STEVE KEEP THEIR FANTASTIC HUNCH TO THEMSELVES AS THEY AGAIN INTERVIEW INSPECTOR CALLAHAN...

I ADMIT THE KILLER DIDN'T LEAVE ANY CLUES, BUT WE STILL HAVE OUR WAYS OF TRAPPING HIM! WHY DON'T YOU TWO COME ALONG AND SEE FOR YOURSELVES?

GREAT, INSPECTOR!

SHORTLY AFTER, AT BIG TOWN'S RACE TRACK...

PAST EXPERIENCE HAS SHOWN US THAT ANYBODY'S WHO'S MURDERED FOR MONEY IS USUALLY EAGER TO SPEND THAT MONEY. AND $60,000 TAKES A LOT OF SPENDING! THAT'S WHY WE'RE HERE... TO CHECK ON ANY NEWCOMERS FLASHING THEIR BANKROLLS! BUT I DON'T SEE ANYONE HERE EXCEPT THE REGULARS!

THAT EVENING THE TRIO CONTINUES ITS HUNT IN BIG TOWN'S CROWDED NIGHT SPOTS...

...OR THE MURDERER MIGHT TURN UP IN A NIGHT CLUB! WE'VE ALERTED ALL JEWELERS, REAL ESTATE MEN, TRAVEL AGENCIES!

CRIMINALS DON'T KNOW WHAT THEY'RE UP AGAINST WHEN THEY FIGHT THE POLICE!
BIG TOWN

But as the days pass without the murderer being discovered...

I've been thinking, Lorelei! A tramp like Hamlet might never even think of wanting jewels and night clubs! A pack of cigarettes, a full meal, is his idea of a splurge... the way the inspector's watching for heavy spending in Big Town's gay spots might work in Shantytown, too!

Meanwhile, in Shantytown, a gaunt, restless man paces his room... trapped by his own lawlessness...

$60,000... and I can't even buy myself a new shirt till the heat's off! If this keeps up, I'll really go crazy!

Television... that's it! At least it'll give me something to kill time with while I'm cooped up in here... yeah... I'll have 'em send me the biggest set they got.

And shortly, at a television warehouse...

"One deluxe model, paid in advance to 220 Ash Street, Shantytown... funny, I don't remember ever hauling a set out to that neck of the woods before, Harry!"

Taking Harry the Hack into his confidence, Steve reveals his plan...

Harry, you go everywhere, know everyone! If you hear of any big spending in Shantytown, just let me know! Work it quiet but get the story!

Imagine me, being stuck in this hole with $60,000! Why even that no-good tramp down there, without a dime to his name, can stand in the street and watch television while I...

Thanks for the tip, Joe! I better see that Steve Wilson hears about this!
TELEPHONE WIRES BUZZ ACROSS BIG TOWN... AND TWO HOURS LATER....

SO AFTER WE MAKE DELIVERY, MR. WILSON, WE'LL LEAVE WHILE YOU INSTALL THE SET! OKAY... BUT REMEMBER TO WATCH THOSE MAIN WIRES! THEY MIGHT "SHORT" IF YOU MAKE CONTACT!

THANKS, BOYS! I'LL KEEP IT IN MIND!

AND IN THE SHANTYTOWN DWELLING...

JUST PUT THE SET DOWN AND CLEAR OUT!

I SAID SCRAM! WHAT ARE YA HANGIN' AROUND FOR?

I'M HERE TO INSTALL THE SET! NO CHARGE... IT'S PART OF OUR SERVICE POLICY!

STEVE WILSON... THOUGHT YA FOOL ED ME, HUH? TRYING TO PASS YOURSELF OFF AS A TELEVISION REPAIRMAN!

NOT SO FAST, WILSON! YA CAME HERE TO DO A JOB, AND YA'RE GONNA DO IT BEFORE I GET RID OF YA! NOW GET THAT SET INSTALLED, AND MAKE IT FAST! NO CHARGE... REMEMBER? HA-HA!

YA'RE A SMART ONE, WILSON... BUT NOT SMART ENOUGH! AND WHO'LL EVER BELIEVE CRAZY HAMLET KILLED STEVE WILSON... ANY MORE'N THEY BELIEVED ME ABOUT PENNINGTON!

THIS GUY'S LOCO!
AND AS STEVE'S MIND RACES AGAINST TIME, HE RECALLS THE TRUCKMAN'S WARNING...
I'VE ONLY GOT ONE CHANCE AGAINST THAT CRAZY HAMLET... THAT'S A LAUGH! I OUT-GUN... WITH MY BARE HANDS! IT TOOK ME THREE YEARS TO PLAN THE PENNINGTON JOB, WITH ALL THOSE PHONEY CONFESSIONS... BUT IT BROUGHT ME ALL THE DOUGH I'LL EVER WANT!

BUT STEVE'S DESPERATE PLAN SUCCCEEDS BETTER THAN HE KNEW, AS SPARKS FROM THE WIRE HE SHORT-CIRCUITS, SETS THE WINDOW DRAPES ABLAZE!
WELL, YOU'LL BETTER GRAB ONTO THAT MONEY BEFORE IT GOES UP IN SMOKE!

AND AS THE CRAZED KILLER SEES THE LAPPING FLAMES...
MY MONEY... I-I GOTTA SAVE IT...

YOU BETTER SAVE IT! IT'S THE EVIDENCE THAT'LL SEND YOU TO THE CHAIR!

NO ONE CAN STOP ME NOW! NOT WHEN I FINALLY GOT EVERYTHING I WANT!

BUT THE SHOT GOES WILD, AND THE DEADLY DUEL CONTINUES...
YOU DID BETTER WITH PENNINGTON, EH, HAMLET?
AND SO, OVERCOME BY STEVE, THE MADDENED KILLER CRASHES DOWN THE STAIRS AS THE LOOT FOR WHICH HE KILLED FLUTTERS USELESSLY ABOUT HIM...

WHAT'S GOING ON?
I SAW THE FLAMES UPSTAIRS AND—IT'S STEVE WILSON AND HAMLET! AND THERE'S THE LOOT ALL AROUND HIM!

AND AS CRAZY HAMLET MAKES HIS LAST CONFESSION...
ALL THOSE PHONEY CONFESSIONS WERE CAMOUFLAGE TO COVER UP HAMLET'S ONE REAL MURDER! HAMLET COUNTED ON BEING TAKEN FOR A POOR, HARMLESS FOOL—BUT HE WAS CRAZY ONLY IN THINKING HE COULD BEAT THE LAW.

YOU DID A GREAT JOB, STEVE, ROUNding HIM UP! ALL OF BIG TOWN IS GRATEFUL!
THANKS, INSPECTOR! BUT NOW, IF YOU'LL EXCUSE ME—I'VE GOT A SPECIAL EDITION TO PUT OUT!

The End

ONLY Rinso has Solium TO MAKE YOUR WASH WHITER, BRIGHTER THAN NEW

Rinso puts sunshine in your wash—even on rainy days
FUND FOR ALL!

ORDER TODAY!

FAST PUS... BUTTON POWER CAR!

ALL ELECTRIC REMOVAL CONTROL
1951 AUTO SENSATION!

- Driven By Powerful Remote Control
- Powered with Electric Mini-Motor
- Latest All Electric Marvel
- Balloon-type Rubber Tires

Imagine only $349 Complete!

IT STARTS! REVERSES! STOPS! STEERS!

You've never had a car of your very own. Now you can with the FUND FOR ALL! It's a real car, not a toy. Not a remote control toy. No, it's a car that goes where you tell it to go. You have complete control — from your living room or kitchen. Your hands never leave the wheel. No more running after the kids. No more being left behind. You have the freedom to express yourself. The FUND FOR ALL is a reality only $349 away.

YES! MAIL COUPON TODAY!

NOVELTY MART, Dept. 149
59 East 8th Street, New York 3, N.Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me the following:

□ Nurs-A-Dolly ...$3.98 □ Accordian ...$3.49
□ Nu-Born Doll ...$3.98 □ Sandy ...$3.98
□ Remote Control Car ...$3.49

Name
Address
City
State

SEND NO MONEY! C.O.D. paid on order or we pay postage, or C.O.D. plus postage.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO READ MUSIC!
NO PRACTICING OR EXERCISE NEEDED!

TUNE-A-DOILY!

SWING ACCORDION

- Piano Keyboard
- Bass Reeds
- All Plastic Construction

Simple to play great fun to use, the TUNE-A-DOILY will make every boy & girl or adults the life of every party. This all-plastic accordion plays the full scale and chords with a beautifully sweet tone. The harmonized accordion keyboard simplifies playing and makes your friends think you've accomplished an art. Streamlined plastic case has the rich appearance of a fine instrument, to "top it off," plastic handle and thumb area among gentle touch, soft, pliable plastic. FREE! An instruction book that simplifies accordion playing in a few short hours. A swell gift with popular favorites and old-time glee-choir songs. SEND NO MONEY! Remits with order and we pay postage or C.O.D. plus postage.

NOVELTY MART, Dept. 149
59 East 8th Street, New York 3, N.Y.
This is it! Newest Saddle Shoe Sensation!

THOM McAN'S
ELKIE-DOKIE
IN
ELK-TONE
LEATHER

IN THE GROOVE FOR COMFORT—DAY AND NIGHT! LOOKS GOOD ALL THE TIME!

COMFORTABLE RED RUBBER SOLES AND HEELS ARE LONG WEARING...AND ON-TO-STAY.

AND THAT RICH, SUNBURST BROWN ACROSS THE INSTEP! MAN, THAT'S SHARP!

SURE THEY'RE GOOD-LOOKING...AND EASY ON THE FEET, TOO!

CATCH A LOOK AT THE TOE AND HEEL IN THE VERY LATEST SMOKED ELK-TONE LEATHER!

Here's Thom McAn's all new up-to-the-minute version of the saddle shoe, featuring the newest rage, elk-tone leather. The ELKIE-DOKIE is sweeping the country's campuses with the style-alert college crowd. This new saddle style in these latest contrasting colors will make you the envy of your crowd. At Thom McAn, only $7.95

ORDER YOUR PAIR OF THE ELKIE-DOKIE
IF THERE'S NO THOM MCAN STORE NEAR YOU

THOM McAN (Dep't. R)
25 West 43rd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

Rush me my pair of the brand new ELKIE-DOKIE.

(Style #6475) Size Width

C width, sizes 6 to 10; D width, sizes 6 to 11.

I enclose check or money order (do not send cash) for $7.95 plus 25c for Postage and Handling...total $8.20.

Name Please Print Plainly

Address

City State

Prices subject to change without notice

The ELKIE-DOKIE is just one of more than 150 different styles at

Thom McAn

AMERICA'S NO. 1 SHOE — WORN BY MORE MEN THAN ANY OTHER BRAND